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Chapter 1

Introduction
Image rendering is the process of creating realistic computer images from geometric models and physical laws of light and reflection. It is part of many fields
of pursuit. Whether you are diagnosing a medical condition or building a house,
visualization is an important step. When generating a synthetic image from a
geometric model (e.g. a digital representation of a real world object) one must
choose a way of lighting as well as material properties for the object being lit,
in order to describe how the model reflects light. As an introductory example
consider the model of a sphere shown in Figure 1.1. As you can see the geometry is made up of triangles, which allows for simple intersection calculations
(described in Section 5.2.1). Assume we wish to generate a realistic rendering
of this sphere.

Figure 1.1: The geometric model used to demonstrate different types of reflection.
The first step would be to calculate which parts of the model that can be
seen in the image. In this thesis this is done using a technique called ray
tracing. It works by sending rays from a plane representing the image, one ray
per pixel, toward the model and observing where the intersection points lie (see
Figure 1.2).
Gyllensten, 2009.
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Figure 1.2: The sphere, with the edges of the screen as well as a basic outline of what
parts will be seen in the rendered image.
The next step would be to compute the light reflected by the surface at this
point, in order to find the color which should be assigned to the corresponding
pixel in the rendered image. When considering how an object is lit, we must
examine in which ways light reaches an object. Not all rays of light hitting an
object travel directly from the sun (or a light bulb if indoors). Rays will reflect
several times in surfaces all over the environment and eventually some of them
may also hit the object we are looking at, resulting in indirect lighting. To be
able to take this into account when calculating the reflected light in a surface,
we must not only consider direct rays from strong light sources, but all light in
the environment (as shown in Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Light being reflected in various surfaces, but eventually reaching the
sphere.

So how does a surface reflect light? A detailed answer to that question is
outside the scope of this thesis but an approximation is that the surface color

3

we see is a function of all incoming light from the hemisphere centered around
the surface normal. To make the reflection somewhat realistic, we introduce
the concepts of dull and glossy reflection. Dull reflection assumes that a surface can reflect incoming light in all directions (see Figure 1.4a), while glossy
reflection assumes that the intensity of the reflected light can be more intense
in a particular direction depending on the relation between the surface normal,
the direction of the incoming light and the direction from which the model is
viewed (see Figure 1.4b).

(a) Dull

(b) Glossy

(c) Composite of the com-

ponents in Figures 1.4a and
1.4b (but with intensity
scaled down 50%).

Figure 1.4: Reflection of light in a sphere. In the background you can see part of the
function used to light the model.

To calculate the intensity of the light reflected in a surface, we need to
integrate the intensity of the incoming light. As we are not usually able to
do this analytically, we need to resort to sampling the function describing the
intensity of the incoming light in each direction. Sampling this function, in a
sufficiently large number of directions, for each surface in the geometric model,
during rendering is however a far too time consuming task. It is therefore
necessary to come up with a way of shortening the time it takes to integrate
over a sphere or part of a sphere. A way of doing this is by representing both the
reflection model (the function which determines the weighting of the incoming
light depending on the angle with the surface) and the light itself in a basis
that is especially suitable for functions defined on a sphere. An example of
this is spherical harmonic basis functions, which are discussed in some detail
in this thesis. This thesis also investigates different ways of calculating the
representation of functions using these basis functions.
Some pertinent problems are:
• Is there a simple but sufficient model to describe the reflection of light
and can this model also be represented using spherical harmonics? The
first part of this question is difficult to solve without implementing the
model and using it to render images. We may investigate the problem
mathematically, but part of the answer lies in the visual quality of the
finished result. The second part of the question can be investigated by
measuring the error made when approximating the functions used in the
model with spherical harmonics.

4
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• How do we calculate the spherical harmonic representations of the functions needed for the rendering? First we need to formulate the underlying
mathematical problem and then investigate possible approaches to this
problem. We need to decide which approximations are acceptable by testing their effect on the quality of the final outcome.
• Can we implement self-shadowing for a geometric model in such a way
that realistic shadows are cast by the geometry? To achieve this we will
need to calculate occlusion data for the vertices in the geometric model,
and find some way of incorporating this into the reflection model.

1.1

Overview

Reflection of Light
Chapter 2 presents the rendering equation, the bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF), and the model used in this thesis to describe reflection.

Spherical Harmonics
In Chapter 3 we define the spherical harmonic basis function and the associated
Legendre polynomial. We also present some properties of spherical harmonics
which allow for simpler calculations when rendering images.

Least Squares Approximations of Functions defined on the
Sphere
Chapter 4 deals with the numerical aspects of calculating the spherical harmonic
representation of a function. It presents two different approaches for solving the
least squares problem and several sampling patterns that can be used when
integrating over the sphere.

Implementation
Chapter 5 deals with the computational difficulties associated with implementing spherical harmonics and rendering images. It explains ray tracing, intersection calculations and the methods used to decrease the computation time
required for rendering images.

Results
Chapter 6 presents tests of the methods for approximating functions using spherical harmonics, as well as many renderings of geometric models. It also discusses
ways of evaluating the quality of these images and computation time.

Chapter 2

Reflection of Light
Objects reflect incoming light depending on surface properties. The color as well
as the glossyness of an object are both just different aspects of the more complex
issue of its ability to reflect light. To describe how light is reflected when hitting
a surface, one can divide reflection into diffuse and specular reflection. Diffuse
being most prominent in dull surfaces, while specular reflection better describes
glossy surfaces. By adding the two components together and weighting the
contribution more heavily toward either the dull or the glossy component, we
get a good description of many common types of material (from metallic on one
end to more organic on the other).
Mathematically the light reflected at a point p on a surface, in the direction
ω, can be described using the rendering equation [8]
Z
Lr (p, ω) =
Li (p, ω 0 )B(p, ω, ω 0 ) dω 0 ,
(2.1)
S2

where Li (p, ω 0 ) is the incoming light from the direction ω 0 toward the point p,
S 2 is the unit sphere in R3 and B(p, ω, ω 0 ) is called the BRDF (described in the
next section).

2.1

BRDF

The BRDF, or Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function, describes to which
degree light is reflected in a surface, depending on the direction of the incoming
light, in relation to the surface normal and the direction at which the surface is
observed. In more general terms, the BRDF describes the reflective properties
of any surface, by approximating the real physics of the surface material with
a simpler function. Imagine for instance standing on the shore of a calm lake.
If the sun is positioned behind you, the light reflected by the lake will not be
nearly as strong as had the sun instead been positioned in front of you (see Figure 2.1). If, however, the lake was replaced by a lawn, the result would be quite
different, as the light would now be more strongly reflected in the direction from
which it originated (see Figure 2.2). This can also be seen in Figure 2.3. As this
thesis does not focus on material properties, but on the numerical intricacies
associated with spherical harmonics, these functions have been further simplified into the sum of two functions, as in the Phong model [17]. One of the
Gyllensten, 2009.
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functions is symmetric about the surface normal (diffuse reflection) while the
other is symmetric about the vector which is the reflection of a vector pointing
from the observer towards the surface (specular reflection).

Figure 2.1: Light from direction ω 0 is reflected in a lake (or similarly shiny surface)
at the point p. The shaded lobe shows how light is reflected differently in different
directions and the vector i(ωo ) shows the intensity of the light reflected toward the
observer.

Figure 2.2: Light from direction ω 0 is reflected in a lawn (or similarly jagged surface)
at the point p. The shaded lobe shows how light is reflected differently in different
directions and the vector i(ωo ) shows the intensity of the light reflected toward the
observer.

2.1.1

Diffuse Reflection

When describing very dull surfaces, the BRDF is prominently a function of
the angle between the incoming light and the surface normal. The larger the
angle, the smaller the contribution to the reflected light, as can be seen in
Figure 2.4. The BRDF for diffuse reflection behaves like a cosine function or in
the terminology of (2.1) as
B(p, ω, ω 0 ) = max(0, ω 0 · n(p)),

(2.2)

where n(p) is the surface normal at the point p and (·) is the scalar product.
Notice how the diffuse BRDF is not dependent on the direction ω.

2.1.2

Specular Reflection

A glossy surface is best described by a function of the angle between incoming
light and the direction toward the camera, reflected in the surface. An example
to visualize this can be seen in Figure 2.5. The BRDF for specular reflection in
(2.1) is
B(p, ω, ω 0 ) = (max(0, ω 0 · r(n(p), ω)))s ,
(2.3)

2.2. Lighting

7

Figure 2.3: Photographs of a forest with the lightsource behind (left) and in front of
(right) the observer. [9]

Figure 2.4: Diffuse BRDF - the sphere describes the value of the BRDF for fixed p
and variable ω 0 .

where r(n(p), ω) is the vector describing the reflection of the direction ω in the
surface with normal n(p). The shininess coefficient s describes the narrowness
of the BRDF, as can be seen in Figure 2.5. When the value of s increases, the
surface becomes more glossy.

2.2

Lighting

As nice as reflection is, it is nothing without light. There are several ways of
lighting a model. The simplest model for describing a source of light would be
the point light source, i.e. light originating from a single point in space. The
intensity of the light reflected in a surface can then be calculated based on the
angle between the normal of a surface and the direction toward the light source.
Another way is to create an explicit function on the sphere and use this to describe the intensity in a particular direction. The most interesting way perhaps
is using an image of a real world environment and lighting the model with this
as a light source. Perhaps you would like to light your model as if it was inside
the Sistine Chapel. Many such environments are available (see [4]) and they
have been used extensively in this thesis. The function describing the incoming

8
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Figure 2.5: Specular BRDF - the lobe describes the value of the BRDF as viewed
from the eye for fixed ω, p and variable ω 0 . Left s = 5, Middle s = 10, Right s = 20.

light from the environment will for future reference be called the environment
function. This is however not the only component needed to compute Li (p, ω 0 )
in (2.1). For this we also need a function describing how vertices in the model
are occluded by other parts of the geometry (see Figure 2.6). This function is
later refered to as the occlusion function. An example of an occlusion function o for a point p on a surface can be seen in Figure 2.7. By multiplying the
occlusion function and the environment function we get Li (p, ω 0 ).

Figure 2.6: Light in direction ω 0 toward a point p is being occluded by the geometry.

Figure 2.7: Values of the occlusion function o for a point p on the surface of the
geometric model. The shaded area corresponds to directions where the occlusion
function is non-zero.

Chapter 3

Spherical Harmonics
There are many ways of describing functions, some simpler than others and
some better suited for a particular purpose. Spherical harmonics neatly fill a
void when it comes to representing functions defined on the sphere and more
particularly, for reasons which will be more thoroughly examined later in this
chapter, when integrating the product of functions defined on the sphere.

3.1

Spherical Coordinates

A common and useful coordinate system for functions defined on the sphere
is spherical coordinates. Following Natterer [11, pp. 186-187] we introduce
spherical coordinates in Rn as follows.
Let x = (x1 , . . . , xn )T ∈ Rn and x21 + . . . + x2n = r2 .
Assume that x21 +. . .+x2m 6= 0, m = 2, . . . , n. Then there is a unique θn−1 ∈ [0, π]
such that xn = r cos θn−1 , and
x21 + . . . + x2n−1 = r2 − x2n = r2 sin2 θn−1 .

(3.1)

There is also a unique angle θn−2 ∈ [0, π] such that xn−1 = r sin θn−1 cos θn−2 ,
and
x21 + . . . + x2n−2 = r2 sin2 θn−1 − x2n−1 = r2 sin2 θn−1 sin2 θn−2 .

(3.2)

This can be continued until we have found angles θn−1 , . . . , θ2 ∈ [0, π] such that
for i = n, . . . , 3, xi = r sin θn−1 . . . sin θi cos θi−1 and
x21 + x22 = r2 sin2 θn−1 . . . sin θ2 .

(3.3)

There is also a unique angle θ1 ∈ [0, 2π] such that
x1 = r sin θn−1 . . . sin θ2 sin θ1 ,
x2 = r sin θn−1 . . . sin θ2 cos θ1 .

(3.4)

The numbers θ1 , . . . , θn−1 and r are called the spherical coordinates of x. We
are here interested in the 3-dimensional spherical coordinates, with a fixed r
(r = 1). From now on these are called r, θ, φ, where θ ∈ [0, π] and φ ∈ [0, 2π].
Gyllensten, 2009.
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Basis Functions

When describing a polynomial f (x) = a + bx + cx2 . . . in one dimension, we
could really just present the vector of coefficients for each polynomial degree
(a, b, c, . . .). When describing the spherical harmonic representation of a
function, we are doing the same thing, but instead of one-dimensional polynomials we are using the spherical harmonic basis functions. We will be using the
term spherical harmonic coefficients (or SH-coefficients), for the coefficients
associated with each spherical harmonic basis function. To proceed we will need
the definition of the associated Legendre Polynomial. Here, as well as for the
definition of the spherical harmonic basis functions, we have chosen the notation
from [5].
Definition Associated Legendre Polynomial
Plm (x) =

(−1)m p
dl+m 2
2 )m
(1
−
x
(x − 1)l .
2l l!
dxl+m

Definition Spherical Harmonic Basis Functions
We define the spherical harmonic basis functions ϕm
l as
 √ m
m>0
 √2Kl cos (mφ)Plm (cos θ),
−m
m
ϕm
(θ,
φ)
=
2K sin (−mφ)Pl (cos θ), m < 0
l
 0 0l
Kl Pl (cos θ),
m=0
for each integer l ≥ 0, −l ≤ m ≤ l, and
s
(2l + 1) (l − |m|)!
Klm =
4π (l + |m|)!

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(a normalization constant). The integers l and m are called the degree and
order respectively.
The algorithm used to calculate the associated Legendre polynomial and an
alternative recursive algorithm for calculating the value of ϕm
l (θ, φ) is presented
in Section 5.5. In Figure 3.1 we visualize the spherical harmonics of degree 0,1,2
and 3.
A simpler, and later on more handy, way of indexing the spherical harmonic
basis functions is using a single index instead of the degree l and order m:
{ϕi },

3.3

i = l2 + l + 1 + m,

l = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

m = −l, . . . , l.

(3.8)

Properties

Spherical harmonics have several properties that, when used correctly, simplify
calculations a great deal. One useful property is orthogonality, as this allows
for coefficients to be calculated independently of each other. A basis which is
both orthogonal and normalized is called orthonormal.

3.4. Triple Product Integral
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Definition Orthonormality
N
Let {ϕi }N
1 be a basis in R . If
½
Z
0, i 6= j,
ϕi (x)ϕj (x) dx =
1
i = j,
Ω
then {ϕi }N
1 is orthonormal with respect to the scalar product hf, gi =

(3.9)
R
Ω

f gdx.

For the special case of spherical harmonic basis functions the following holds (a
proof can be found in e.g., [2]).
Theorem 3.3.1 The spherical harmonic basis Rfunctions {ϕi }N
1 are orthonormal with respect to the scalar product hf, giS = S 2 f g dx
This leads directly to another property, presented in e.g., [5], and that is the
simple way in which it allows for integration over the sphere.
Theorem 3.3.2 Let the functions f and g be linear combinations of spherical
harmonic basis functions, such that f (x) = a1 ϕ1 (x)+. . .+aN ϕN (x) and g(x) =
b1 ϕ1 (x) + . . . + bN ϕN (x). Then the integral over the sphere is
Z
f (x)g(x) dx = a1 b1 + . . . + aN bN .
(3.10)
S2

Notice how integration of the product of the functions over the sphere has now
been simplified into just the scalar product of the spherical harmonic coefficients
of the functions. Looking back at (2.1), where both the incoming light and the
BRDF can be represented using spherical harmonics, we can now calculate the
light in a direction ω with very little effort.

3.4

Triple Product Integral

The property presented in (3.10) allows for the product of two functions to be
integrated over the sphere. Later on we will however need to integrate the product of three functions (the occlusion function, the BRDF and the environment
function). A way of doing this is by calculating the spherical harmonic representation of the product of two functions defined on the sphere. We therefore
create what is sometimes called a transfer matrix [13]. A transfer matrix is
a matrix M , created from a function f with representation a = (a1 , . . . , aN )T ,
such that for the functions g and h, with representations b = (b1 , . . . , bN )T and
c = (c1 , . . . , cN )T respectively
Z
f (x)g(x)h(x) dx ≈ (M b)T c.
(3.11)
S2

We write ≈ and not =, as the fact that functions f, g may be described using N
coefficients does not necessarily mean that the product f g share this property.
The elements of M can be calculated as
Mj,k =

N
X
i=1

Z
ai

S2

ϕi (x)ϕk (x)ϕj (x) dx.

(3.12)

12
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For a description of the calculations leading up to (3.12) see [13, pp. 13]. Note
that the triple product integral of the spherical harmonic basis functions in
(3.12) is not dependent on any of the functions f , g or h and can therefore
be precalculated. Ways of doing this can be found in [16]. Transfer matrices
calculated in this fashion depend on only one of the functions (here f ) and can
therefore be reused as long as f stays the same.
In this thesis, computational difficulties have lead us to an alternative to
the method presented in (3.12). This alternative method is presented in [5].
Instead of calculating the integral of the product of the spherical harmonic
basis functions, we have aquired M through
Z
f (x)ϕk (x)ϕj (x) dx.
(3.13)
Mj,k =
S2

While this does not allow for the precalculating of the integral as in (3.12),
we are still able to determine the tensor of order three given by the product
ϕk (x)ϕj (x) ({ϕk (xi )ϕj (xi )}i,j,k , x̂ = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xM )T ) in advance.
We must also decide which function is the best candidate for becoming a
transfer matrix. We have decided that the occlusion function is the best candidate, even though this requires transfer matrices to be computed for every
vertex in the geometric model, adjacent to a triangle that intersects a ray during the ray tracing. This has however been deemed preferable to the effects of
the other choices (see Section 5.6 for a more indepth analysis).

3.5

Representation of BRDF

The functions described in Section 2.1 can be directly described in spherical
harmonics through the use of zonal harmonics, a subset of spherical harmonics.
Zonal harmonics represent functions centered around the z-axis, and while this is
not necessarily the case with the BRDFs used in this thesis, after having been
calculated as if centered around the z-axis, they can quite easily be rotated
to the appropriate direction. Rotation of spherical harmonic functions is not
generally an easy thing to do, but it is manageable for this special case. The
zonal harmonic representations of the BRDFs used in this thesis are described
in the appendix of [12] and how they are rotated to the appropriate direction is
treated in [14, p. 1218].

m = −2

m = −1

m=0

m=1

m=2

m=3

Figure 3.1: The spherical harmonic basis functions of degree 0 (top) through 3 (bottom), with order from left to right (m = −l on the far left and
m = +l on the far right). Positive values are red, while negative values are blue. The radius describes the value of the function.

l=3

l=2

l=1

l=0

m = −3

3.5. Representation of BRDF
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Chapter 4

Least Squares
Approximations of
Functions defined on the
Sphere
To be able to use spherical harmonics, we must be able to calculate the representation of a function in spherical harmonics as well as synthesize values from
this representation. We wish to replace a given continuous function f : S 2 → R
with its spherical harmonic representation f ? , with
f ? (x) = a1 ϕ1 (x) + . . . + aN ϕN (x),

(4.1)

where x = (r, θ, φ) = (1, θ, φ), from now on written as (θ, φ) (spherical coordinates as presented in Section 3.1, with r = 1 since f is a function on the unit
sphere S 2 in R3 ), a = (a1 , . . . , aN )T are the spherical harmonic coefficients of
f ? and {ϕi }N
1 are the spherical harmonic basis functions. As we are using a
finite number N of spherical harmonic basis functions to represent the function f we will usually be unable to create an exact representation (unless the
function happens to be a linear combination of these basis functions, which is
rarely the case). We can however minimize the error when approximating the
original function f with its spherical harmonic representation f ? . To this end
we introduce the Euclidean norm of the error in S 2 as follows,
Z
? 2
kf − f kC =
(f (x) − f ? (x))2 dx
(continuous case),
(4.2)
S2

kf − f ? k2D =

M
X

|f (xj ) − f ? (xj )|2

(discrete case).

(4.3)

j=1

The least squares problem allowing us to find the coefficients minimizing the
approximation error is
min kf − f ? k
(4.4)
a

where k · k equals k · kC or k · kD depending on the situation.
Gyllensten, 2009.
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Now let’s discuss the variable x, defined above, in these equations. It represents the two-dimensional variables describing the angles in spherical coordinates (θ, φ). For orthogonality of {ϕi } to be achieved these would have to be
the continuous intervals over the sphere. Another possibility is to use samples
placed according to some sampling pattern. We define a vector
x̂ = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xM )T ,

(4.5)

where M is the number of sample points, and a vector of the values of the
function f in these sample points
fˆ = (f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . , f (xM ))T

(4.6)

To proceed, we define linear independence, see [1].
Definition The set {ϕi }N
1 is linearly independent if
k

N
X

ai ϕi k = 0 if and only if ai = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , N .

(4.7)

i=1

The following theorem, from [3, pp. 92-93], characterizes the least squares
solution.
Theorem 4.0.1 Normal Equations
Assume ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕN are linearly independent. Then the least squares approximation problem (4.4) has a unique solution,
f? =

N
X

ai ϕi

(4.8)

i=1

with

N
X

(ϕi , ϕk )ai = (f, ϕk ), k = 1, 2, . . . , N

(4.9)

i=1

where
(f, g) =

M
X

f (xj )g(xj ), discrete case,

(4.10)

f (x)g(x) dx, continuous case.

(4.11)

j=1

Z
(f, g) =
S2

We define a matrix Y containing the value of each basis function (column) in
each sample point (row)


ϕ1 (x1 ) · · · ϕN (x1 )


..
..
..
Y =
(4.12)

.
.
.
ϕ1 (xM ) · · · ϕN (xM )
Then the discrete least squares problem can be written
min kY a − fˆkD
a

(4.13)

4.1. Quadrature
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Using the matrix (4.12) we can write (4.9) for the discrete case as
Y T Y a = Y T fˆ,

(4.14)

which is a linear system which can be solved to give the coefficients ai .
We next discuss the continuous case. Since {ϕi } is an ON-system (see Theorem 3.3.1), we can calculate the coefficients a in (4.9) through the integral
Z
ai =
f (x)ϕi (x) dx, i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(4.15)
S2

We have stated two possible approaches to computing the coefficients {ai }N
1 .
The first is to use (4.15). We have also investigated using (4.14), computing
the scalar product (φj , φk ) with the discrete scalar product (4.10). A thorough
description of least squares approximations can be found in [3].
We next discuss the two approaches in more detail. Both generate approximations of the type
N
X
?
f =
lk ϕk (x).
(4.16)
k=1

Since only N terms are used we have truncation errors in both approximations.
An advantage with the continuous approach (from error point of view) is that
as seen in (4.2) the error is minimized over the whole of S 2 , whereas using the
discrete norm (4.3) only a sample of S 2 is used. A drawback with the continuous
approach is that we necessarily will introduce errors when numerically calculating the needed integral in (4.15). Different ways of doing this is presented in
Section 4.1. So looking from an error perspective both methods have pros and
cons. We will discuss the discrete method in Section 4.2.
Of course from a computational point of view the continuous approach is to
be prefered since it avoids solving the equation (4.14).

4.1

Quadrature

In this subsection we will discuss several possibilities of approximating the integral in (4.15). We consider quadrature rules of the following type:
ai =

M
X

wj f (xj )ϕi (xj ),

i = 1, 2, . . . , N,

(4.17)

j=1

where {wj }M
1 are described in (4.18). What is then left is placing the samples
of the sample vector x̂. Ideally we would like a sampling pattern such that
the sample points are not too far apart. The reason for this is that having
too few samples in some areas may result in details being lost there. Several
of the sampling patterns presented below are constructed in a way such that
they can be used with random sampling as well as with a fixed pattern (the
patterns described below). Random sampling is done by instead of directly
placing sample points according to a pattern, assigning an area w to every point
in the fixed sampling pattern and making these areas equal in size. One or more
(an equal amount for every area) sample points are then placed randomly within
each such area. If these areas were not of equal size, there would be a need for
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a weighting vector when calculating the sum. The weight associated with each
sample would be
wj = area(xj ).
(4.18)
If they are equal in size, this weight is the same for {xj }M
1 , and hence a constant.
Integration using such weights and using random sampling is called Monte Carlo
integration. Testing has revealed that random sampling is inferior to fixed sampling in most cases and it is therefore not seriously considered in later sections.
In the formula for the different sampling patterns described below, b·c denotes
the integer part operator.

4.1.1

Equi-Longitudinal Grid

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, using the equi-longitudinal (E-Lon) pattern places
samples in areas of equal longitudinal angle, but with latitudinal angle depending on the latitude of the area. If for example
M√sample points are placed on the
√
sphere, the sphere is divided into a b M c × b M c grid and one sample point
is placed in every area. This can be done both randomly within the area or by
using the middle point (in terms of longitude and latitude) of every area. When
the number of samples M sought
is not a square of an integer, the number of
√
samples given is actually (b M c)2 , not M . Areas created in this way are equal
in size, thus simplifying the Monte Carlo integration. The gridpoints can be
written
√
π(k − 1/2)
√
θk = arccos
, k = 1, 2, . . . , b M c,
(4.19)
b Mc
√
2πl
φl = √
, l = 1, 2, . . . , b M c,
b Mc

(4.20)

√
2
4π
wj = √
2 , j = 1, 2, . . . , b M c .
b Mc

(4.21)

Figure 4.1: Equi-Longitudinal sampling pattern

4.1. Quadrature
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Early testing, similar to that presented in Section 6.2 has revealed that this
sampling pattern performed worse than all others in almost all cases. For this
reason it is not treated in the Chapter 6.

4.1.2

Equi-Latitudinal Grid

Contrary to the sampling pattern presented in Section 4.1.1, in equi-latitudinal
√
(E-Lat) sampling (see Figure 4.2) one first divides the latitude into M (if
M samples are sought) equidistant angles and√then divides the longitude into a
number of angles depending on the latitude (b M sin θc+1 samples for a specific
latitude θ). As in equi-longitudinal sampling, it is quite
√ hard to obtain an exact
number of samples with this method. Closer to M/ 2 are used. This sampling
pattern at least looks like it could maximize the distance to the closest neighbor
of every sample point, thus minimizing the distance from any given point to a
sample point. The areas in this sampling pattern are only approximately equal
in size, and the fact that they are not is taken into account in the calculation
of the weights. This method of integrating is later refered to as ELQ (EquiLatitudinal Quadrature).
θk =

√
π(k − 1/2)
√
, k = 1, 2, . . . , b M c,
b Mc

√
2πl
φl = √
, l = 1, 2, . . . , b M sin θc.
b M sin θc

(4.22)
(4.23)

As the number of samples is quite difficult to estimate, estimating the weights
is equally difficult. Suffice it to say that they follow the formula in (4.18) and
are approximately the same as the weights in (4.21).

Figure 4.2: Equi-Latitudinal sampling pattern

4.1.3

Uniform Grid

Uniform sampling (Uni) (see Figure 4.3) is specifically designed to be used with
the simplified quadrature from [11]. It divides longitude and latitude into a
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√
√
b M c × b M c grid (equiangular). By using the weights in [11], we take into
account the fact that samples are more dense near the poles. This method of
integrating is later refered to as SN (Simplified Natterer).
θk =

√
π(k − 1/2)
√
, k = 1, 2, . . . , b M c
b Mc

√
2πl
φl = √
, l = 1, 2, . . . , b M c
b Mc
√
2
π
wj = ( √
sin θ, j = 1, 2, . . . , b M c .
b Mc

(4.24)

(4.25)
(4.26)

Figure 4.3: Uniform sampling pattern

4.1.4

Zero Point Grid

The zero point grid (Z-P) sampling pattern (see Figure 4.4) is similar to Uni,
but uses the zeros of the Legendre polynomial, instead of a uniform grid. This
method uses weights quite simliar to the ones in the method presented in 4.1.3,
but these weights are also calculated from the zeros of the Legendre polynomial.
The table of these weights can be found in [11]. This method of integrating is
later refered to as AN (Advanced Natterer).

4.2

The Discrete Case

Here we go back to the discrete case in (4.14). An alternative to using different
sampling patterns to achieve orthogonality is to use a method that works independently of whether {ϕi } is orthogonal or not. By using a numerical method
it is possible to solve (4.13) for a. There are different ways of going about
this problem and we have chosen Matlab’s backslash (\) operator. It utilizes a
QR-factorization, described in [3], of Y to solve the problem. The immidiate
downside to this method is that it takes much longer than any of the methods

4.2. The Discrete Case
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Figure 4.4: Zero point sampling pattern
based on simply assuming orthogonality. An upside however, is the fact that
this method is not dependent on a particular sampling pattern, which makes
it ideal for testing purposes. Results from other methods can be compared to
those of this method to give some idea of their performance. This method is
later refered to as the QR-method.
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Chapter 5

Implementation
This section describes how we have dealt with the practical parts of this thesis, such as how an image is rendered and how raw data is made into spherical
harmonic coefficients. It also describes various ways of speeding up the computations. All functions in this thesis have been implemented in Matlab.

5.1

Geometric Models

The models we have worked with are made up of triangles. My main source
has been [15], where models of different sizes (number of triangles) and shapes
are readily available. For all programs to work as intended, it is preferable
for all models to be solid and all points should have at least three neighboring
triangles, as this allows for the normal of the surface to be calculated. These
surface normals are then also used to calculate an approximate normal for every
vertex in the model. Vertices of the model are assumed to be defined in such
a way that the same formula can be used to calculate the normal pointing out
from the model for every surface.

5.2

Ray Tracing

To obtain a realistic image of a three-dimensional model one possible approach
is to set up a virtual camera and a screen in the same coordinate system as
the model and then calculate the incoming light to each pixel on the screen
by examining what can be seen from the camera through that pixel (as can
be seen in Figure 1.2). If the model is visible through a pixel, it is necessary
to calculate how that point on the model is lit. If on the other hand a ray
through a pixel does not intersect the model, the color value of that pixel can
either be given a fixed color or the color of the environment function lighting the
model. When the color of each pixel on the screen has been calculated, we have
obtained a picture of the model in very much the same way our eyes observe
the environment, as opposed to some of the simpler ways of lighting a model.
Gyllensten, 2009.
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Calculating Intersections

Several ways have been devised for calculating the intersection between a line,
defined by a point of origin and a direction, and a triangle, defined by its three
corner points. Apart from calculating if an intersection has indeed taken place,
it is also necessary to calculate what is called the barycentric, or sometimes areal,
coordinates for the intersection. More information on barycentric coordinates
can be found in [10]. By calculating the barycentric coordinates first, it is easy
to see if the line intersects the triangle or not. In simple terms it can be said
that each coordinate, u, v and 1 − u − v, is associated with one corner of the
triangle. In this thesis, barycentric coordinates are implemented through the
algorithm described in [10]. This method needs no precomputation, but only
two cross products (×) and four scalar products (·). Given the coordinates
V1 , V2 , V3 (Vi ∈ R3 ) for the three corner points of the triangle and a ray with
origin O and direction D (see Figure 5.1), the barycentric coordinates can be
calculated as




t
Q · E2
1
 u =
 P · T ,
(5.1)
P · E1
v
Q·D
where E1 = V1 − V0 , E2 = V2 − V0 , T = O − V0 , P = D × E2 and Q = T × E1 .
If u, v and 1 − u − v are all in the range [0, 1] an intersection takes place and t
as presented in (5.1) is the distance from the point of origin to this intersection.
These barycentric coordinates can later be used to interpolate the color values
calculated in the corner points of the triangle.

Figure 5.1: The intersection of the triangle and the ray in (5.1).

5.2. Ray Tracing

5.2.2
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Accelerated Data Structure (ADS)

In order to accelerate the ray tracing, it becomes necessary to exclude most
triangles from the computations before we begin to calculate the intersections
as described in Section 5.2.1. To accomplish this some sort of structuring of
the triangles is needed. We have chosen to associate each triangle with cubes of
different sizes, where eight cubes in a lower level of the grid is contained within
one cube of the higher level (see Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Voxel grid in three levels.

Figure 5.3: 2-dimensional visualization of which cubes envelop a triangle, in different
levels of the grid.

Each triangle is often associated with several cubes in every level of the grid,
as the cubes must envelop all corners of the triangle (see Figure 5.3). Now
instead of calculating intersections with every triangle, it is possible to only
do this with triangles in cubes traversed by the ray. The starting location of
each ray is given by the location of that particular pixel on the screen. The
intersection between the ray and a sphere, circumscribing the entire model,
is first calculated. We then start traversing the cubes, described previously. If
there are no triangles in the cube the ray is currently occupying, the next bigger
cube containing the current cube is checked. Once a cube contains triangles,
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intersections are calculated and if none took place, the location of the ray is
updated to the edge of the current cube (where the ray intersects the edge of
the cube).
In Figure 5.4 is an example of how these cubes are traversed for a few rays,
when tracing the Stanford bunny model from [15]. As you can see rays that do
not pass close to the model often traverse only a small number of cubes.
1

1.5
1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

−0.2

−0.4

Figure 5.4: Ray tracing, using the ADS in Section 5.2.2. The circles along the rays
show how the location of the ray is updated as the grid is traversed. The geometric
model (the Stanford bunny) is outlined by 3000 randomly chosen vertices in the model.
This tracing was performed using 7 grid levels.

5.3

Precalculations

A lot of information need not be computed when an image is rendered, but can
safely be computed in advance. Furthermore, partial results from the rendering
can be stored. In this way new images can easily be rendered (e.g. a new
environment light function can be applied to an already ray traced model or
the proportions between specular and diffuse reflection can be altered and the
image rerendered very quickly). The biggest part of the precalculation process
is the calculation of occlusion functions.

5.3.1

Occlusion Functions

Occlusion functions describe which part of the environment can be seen from
every vertex in the model. As they only need to be computed once for every
model, the computation can be allowed to take quite a lot of time. Occlusion

5.4. Re-Rendering
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functions are calculated similarly to ray tracing, but instead of sending rays
toward the model, rays are sent from each vertex in the model. By observing
which rays intersect with the model, and which don’t, we know from which directions light will be seen from each vertex. Once the data is obtained, either
a spherical harmonic function is created to approximate the data, or the data
is stored as it is (as every ray returns only one bit, this does not take a lot of
space). When these functions are calculated, rays are sent only in the hemisphere centered around the approximated normal of the vertex, while the other
hemisphere is assumed to be occluded. This more than halves the calculation
time for each vertex, as, in occlusion data computations, rays hitting a surface generally take more time than rays that don’t. Multiplying the occlusion
function with the environment function make up the function Li (p, ω 0 ) in (2.1)
describing the incoming light to a point p on a surface from every direction ω 0 .

5.4

Re-Rendering

Once an image has been rendered, not all previously aquired data is necessarily
worthless. For instance when the camera does not move, there is no reason to
retrace the model, or even recalculate the product of the occlusion function and
the BRDF. This saves us a lot of time as instead of going through the whole
process again, we can simply multiply the previously calculated products of the
occlusion function and the BRDF, with a new environment function.

5.5

Computing the Coefficients

The basic algorithms used are described in Sections 3 and 4, but some technicalities remain. One approach for computing the values of the spherical harmonic
basis functions is presented in (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). There is however an alternative to the algorithm in (3.5), which allows for simpler calculations (avoids
differentiation of the argument). The values of the associated Legendre polynomial Plm (x) can be calculated recursively [5] through the three steps
m
m
(l − m)Plm (x) = x(2l − 1)Pl−1
(x) − (l + m − 1)Pl−2
(x),
m

m
Pm
(x) = (−1)m (2m − 1)!!(1 − x2 ) 2 and
m
Pm+1
(x)

= x(2m +

m
1)Pm
(x).

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

By first using (5.3), and then (5.4) we can calculate initial conditions for (5.2).
Values of Plm (x) where m < 0, is given by Plm (x) = Pl−m (x). For approximations of high degree, the numerical calculations in (3.7) may also cause trouble
(due to the factorials (l + |m|)! and (l − |m|)! becoming too big). This is described in greater detail in [6]. This isn’t really a problem in this thesis, as
approximations are generally of quite a low degree, since higher degree approximations would require more sample points, leading to increased computation
time. During testing of the algorithms for approximations of much higher degree (algorithms were tested for approximations of degree as high as 30) this did
however cause some problems, and in other applications this may also be the
case. In [6] the authors present an algorithm to avoid this problem. By including the normalization constant in the calculations of the associated Legendre
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polynomial we arrive at the more numerically stable algorithm

Plm (θ) =



















√ 1,
√3 cos θ,
q 3 sin θ,

m−1
1
(θ),
sin θ 1 + 2m
Pl−1
m−1
c1 (l, m) cos θPl−1 (θ),
m−1
m−2
c1 (l, m)Pl−1
(θ) − c2 (l, m)Pl−2
(θ),

l = 0, m = 0,
l = 1, m = 0,
l = 1, m = 1,
m = l,
m = l − 1,
otherwise,

(5.5)

q
q
(2l+1)(l+m−1)(l−m−1)
and
c
(l,
m)
=
. We can
where c1 (l, m) = (2l−1)(2l+1)
2
(l−m)(l+m)
(l−m)(l+m)(2l−3)
then calculate the value of the spherical harmonic basis functions as

q
1
0

m = 0,
P
(θ)

l

4π ,

q
m
1
m
ϕl (θ, φ) =
(5.6)
Pl (θ) 4π cos mφ,
m>0

q


 −P −m (θ) 1 sin mφ, m < 0.
l
4π

5.6

Transfer Matrices

One of the main reasons for using spherical harmonics is the simple way of
integrating the product of two functions on the sphere. However, as we wish to
integrate the product of the environment function, the occlusion function and
the BRDF, it is necessary to devise some way of integrating the product of three
such functions. One way of doing this is to transform one of the functions into
a so called transfer matrix, as described in Section 3.4. This matrix can then be
multiplied with the vector of coefficients of one of the other functions and a new
vector of coefficients, representing the product of the two functions, is obtained.
This vector represents the product of the two functions. The elements of the
matrix can be computed using Wigner-3j coefficients (instructions on how to
calculate the integral in (3.12) using such coefficients can be found in [16]). An
alternative to this, used in this thesis, is to numerically calculate the integral in
(3.13). The product of the spherical harmonic basis functions is then represented
by a tensor of order three, which when multiplied with the vector of sampled
values of the function becomes a transfer matrix. Notice how the tensor is not
dependent on the function and can therefore be used for any function sampled
in the same points.
It also needs to be decided which of the functions should be made into a
transfer matrix. The environment function would not be a good choice, as this
would seriously hinder rerendering (would remove the ability of changing the
lighting of the model). The BRDF would not be a good choice as this can not
be reused for any other pixel, but must be recalculated every time it is used.
A good choice however is the occlusion function, since the occlusion function is
calculated at a vertex in the model, and then used when calculating the value
of every ray that hits a triangle with the vertex as one of its corner points. By
not using spherical harmonics to approximate the occlusion function we also
save computational time. The spherical harmonic coefficients for the occlusion
function no longer need to be computed as the sampled values are the only
ones of interest. Notice however that it is imperative to use the same sampling
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pattern for obtaining all occlusion data as well as calculating the triple product
tensor. Using a different sampling vector would cause multiplication of values
sampled in different directions.

5.7

Summary of Implementation Steps

Let us now look back at how we can use all this to render images of geometric
models.
• First we calculate the occlusion data and save it in a file. This can be
reused every time an image of the geometric model is rendered. This step
is by far the most time consuming.
• We calculate the spherical harmonic representation of the environment
function, and save it in a file. This is done in a matter of seconds.
• Then we need to use ray tracing to calculate for which surfaces, and by
extension for which vertices, the reflected light needs to be calculated. The
geometric models consist of triangles and using the algorithm in (5.1), the
intersections of these triangles and the rays can be calculated. To improve
the speed at which this is done, the ADS in Section 5.2.2 is used, and
it allows for excluding most triangles without using (5.1). For every ray,
the index of the triangle intersecting the ray, the barycentric coordinates
of this intersection and the direction of the ray, are saved in a file which
can later be used to render images with any environment function. If a
ray does not intersect the model, we instead save only the direction of the
ray. This information can later be used to calculate the background of
the rendered image. This is the most time consuming process that can
not be precalculated, sometimes taking hours, depending on the number
of triangles in the model and the resolution of the image.
• By using transfer matrices (see Sections 3.4 and 5.6) we can multiply the
environment function (see Section 2.2) with the occlusion function (see
Sections 2.2 and 5.3.1) to compute the function describing the intensity of
light from every direction for a vertex in a geometric model. This is the
function Li (p, ω 0 ) in the rendering equation (2.1).
• By then integrating the product of this function and the BRDF (see Section 2.1) (by using (3.10)), describing how light from one direction is
reflected in another direction in a surface, we have calculated the intensity of light reflected in that surface. The contribution of the diffuse and
specular reflections are stored seperately, as this allows us to scale these
components later on. This information is also saved to a file. These two
steps are done simultaneously, and while they, in my implementation, are
taking quite a long time, this can be heavily reduced by a more streamlined
algorithm.
• Now all that is left is scaling the diffuse and specular components to
provide the sought after look, as well as calculate the background of the
image. We now have a complete rendered image in a bitmap-format. This
takes little time in comparison to the ray tracing or the computation of
the rendering equation.
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Chapter 6

Results
When trying to estimate the quality of a method, it is important to consider
different options. While one method may show off your work in the best light,
it may be based on inaccurate assumptions or not conform well to the way the
method will be used in its finished state. Yet another reason for considering
different ways of evaluating your result is that perhaps there really is no one
good way, as is the problem with estimating picture quality.

6.1

Relative Error

The first and most basic way of assessing how well a vector v ? represent another
vector v of equal dimension is to calculate the relative error defined as
kv − v ? kD
.
kvkD

(6.1)

Smaller relative errors imply better approximations. For all relative error estimation in this thesis, we are using the L2 -norm. This is only one of many
possible choices, and not necessarily the best one. One might argue for instance
that the L1 -norm would make for a better choice, but we have not pursued this
line of investigation. When it comes to images it should be said that relative
error is perhaps not the best error estimate. When color values (real numbers
between 0 and 1) differ by e.g. 0.1 the wrong value does not necessarily look as
different from the correct value if the difference is 0.9 instead of 1 as opposed
to 0.1 instead of 0.2. Nor does what we would perceive as equally ”wrong”,
follow the relative error in Equation (6.1). In reality this connection is much
more complex and has to do with many different variables, such as how the
eye perceives colors of different frequency. For simplicity we have chosen to use
relative error anyway since this is an error estimate which most are familiar
with, and it is an often used concept in error estimation.

6.2

Error Made When Calculating the Coefficients

When measuring the size of the error made when calculating SH-coefficients,
we first have to calculate the representation of the function and then sample
Gyllensten, 2009.
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the values of the approximated function. This presents us with three sources of
error.
• One from the fact that we are using only a limited number, N , of spherical harmonic basis functions in the calculation of the spherical harmonic
representation of the original function, as can be seen in (4.1). This means
that there may be (and probably will be) a truncation error, independent of which method we use.
• The second, which we are more interested in, comes from the numerical
method being used. Not only the number of sample points used (M ), but
also how these sample points are placed on the sphere and which method
we are using to calculate the coefficients. This source of error is discussed
at length in Chapter 4.
• The third source is due to the method used when estimating the approximation error. We then have to calculate the values of the spherical
harmonic basis functions in randomly sampled directions. This numerical
error is of the same kind as the one described in Section 5.5. The contribution from this has been tested, by measuring the relative error of a
function with a known spherical harmonic representation (one of the basis
functions was used), and it has been found to be very small (< 10−5 ).
The error presented is measured by randomly sampling 105 values uniformly
over the sphere, and comparing the value of the approximation to that of the
original function. Using 105 sample points has been assumed enough to make
at least the first few decimals statistically significant (this has not been tested
in detail, but when several observations have been made, the first few decimals
have always had the same value). As the distribution of the error values is
unknown, calculating whether this is true or not is quite a difficult problem. The
tables below present an investigation of the error made when calculating SHcoefficients, using different sampling patterns, calculation methods and number
of basis functions for the approximation. The reason why not more sample
points are used when testing occlusion functions is that occlusion functions have
to be calculated for every vertex in the model, and using as many sample points
as when calculating the environment function would simply take too long. A
similar argument can be applied to order. Notice that the error measured in all
these tests is the average relative error in sample points placed randomly on the
sphere. It is not the error in the sample points used for the approximation. This
can have the effect that even though there are enough sample points to increase
the order, doing so gives a larger relative error. This is sometimes the case with
the occlusion function used for the tests in this section, since testing has revealed
that its expansion contains no components of even degree. An alternative to
measuring the average error this way would be to measure the average error
in the sample points used during the synthesis. This would however result in
difficulties when recommending a method. If one sampling pattern performs
well with a certain function, this would be no indicator that it would perform
well with other functions.
To test how well a method or sampling pattern works for computing the
coefficients for either an environment function or an occlusion function, we need
to make sure that we use approximately the same number of sample points for
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every sampling pattern. This is easier said than done, as all sampling patterns
depend on some sort of symmetry. We have tried to make the number of sample
points, M , close to 900 for the occlusion function tests and 9000 for the environment function tests. Using 900 samples is sufficiently low for the occlusion
function calculations (for a lower resolution version, approximately 10000 vertices) of the Stanford Bunny model from [15] not to take longer than 8 hours
(one night) and 9000 samples is sufficiently high for a higher number not to have
any real impact on the result. As the representation of an environment function
is calculated only once, there is no high cost of using an excessively large number of samples. The zero point grid pattern can however, as it is derived from
a particular table, only be used with 256 samples. Because of this, the pattern
has not been subjected to the environment function test. The testfunction used
for the occlusion function test was
½
1, if θ ≤ π2 ,
f (θ, φ) =
(6.2)
0, otherwise.
The image used for the environment function test was the image of St. Peters
Cathedral from [4], which can also be seen in a later section. The results are
presented in tables with the degree (l) on the horizontal direction (the number
of spherical harmonic basis functions N = (l + 1)2 ) and the different methods
available for each sampling pattern on the vertical direction.

6.2.1

Comparison of Sampling Patterns

The first test presented is designed to compare different sampling methods.
Because of things such as access to zero point tables and symmetry in the
sampling pattern, an equal number of samples can not be used for each of the
sampling patterns. The number of samples, M, used in the occlusion function
test was 886 for the equi-latitudinal grid, 900 for the uniform grid and 256
for the zero point grid. The number of samples, M, used in the environment
function test was 8920 for the equi-latitudinal grid and 8836 for the uniform
grid. All the representations in these first two tests were calculated using the
QR-method presented in section 4.2. The results are shown in Table 6.1 and
6.2.
degree (l)
E-Lat
Uni
Z-P

3
0.269
0.270
0.270

4
0.271
0.270
0.270

5
0.228
0.224
0.224

6
0.231
0.224
0.224

7
0.205
0.196
0.195

8
0.208
0.196
0.195

9
0.190
0.176
0.175

10
0.193
0.176
0.175

Table 6.1: Relative error for different sampling patterns and different degree l for
the occlusion function (6.2).

degree (l)
E-Lat
Uni

3
0.186
0.187

4
0.179
0.179

5
0.176
0.177

6
0.173
0.175

7
0.170
0.171

8
0.164
0.165

9
0.160
0.160

10
0.156
0.157

Table 6.2: Relative error for different sampling patterns and different degree l for an
environment function.
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It may not be wise to use this test as the only source for choosing a sampling
pattern, as they are here presented with only one method (QR), instead of each
method available. The results are also, particularly in the case of the occlusion
function test, dependent on the function used. This is because, even if weights
are used for calculating the representation, when functions are not neatly centered around the z-axis, details may be lost in regions where samples are spread
further apart. This is not the case with the equi-latitudinal sampling pattern,
but with both the uniform grid and the zero point grid. Also notice how, in the
case of the occlusion function test, there is no improvement for approximations
of even degree. This is because the spherical harmonic representation of the
occlusion function (6.2) does not have any components of even degree.

6.2.2

Comparison of Methods

The second test compares the available methods for each sampling pattern. The
results from the previous test is presented here as well, but now compared to
methods based on assumptions of orthogonality. Notice that doing this allows
for a much faster computation of the representation, something that may not
be so important in the case of the environment functions, but is very important
for occlusion function representations.
We first test the equi-latitudinal sampling pattern from Section 4.1.2. Results are shown in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4.
degree (l)
QR
ELQ

3
0.269
0.269

4
0.271
0.271

5
0.228
0.228

6
0.231
0.231

7
0.205
0.204

8
0.208
0.207

9
0.190
0.189

10
0.193
0.192

Table 6.3:

Relative error for equi-latitudinal grid for two different methods and
different degree l for the occlusion function (6.2). The representation was calculated
using 886 sample points.

As can be seen in Table 6.3, for this sampling pattern, the ELQ method
performs slightly better than the QR-method.
degree (l)
QR
ELQ

3
0.186
0.187

4
0.179
0.180

5
0.176
0.176

6
0.173
0.174

7
0.170
0.170

8
0.164
0.165

9
0.160
0.160

10
0.156
0.156

Table 6.4:

Relative error for equi-latitudinal grid for two different methods and
different degree l for an environment function. This table was created using 8920
sample points.

The roles are reversed in Table 6.4 when compared to the occlusion function
test in Table 6.3, but as the differences are so very small, one might say these
methods are on par with each other.
Next we test the uniform sampling pattern from Section 4.1.3. Results are
shown in Table 6.5 and 6.6.
For low orders, SN seems to perform slightly better than QR, but this is not
the case at higher orders. The methods are about equal as far as relative error
goes, with only very small differences.
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degree (l)
QR
SN

3
0.270
0.266

4
0.270
0.266
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5
0.224
0.222

6
0.224
0.222

7
0.196
0.195

8
0.196
0.195

9
0.176
0.176

10
0.176
0.176

Table 6.5:

Relative error for uniform grid for two different methods and different
degree l for the occlusion function (6.2). Calculated using 900 sample points.

degree (l)
QR
SN

3
0.187
0.188

4
0.179
0.180

5
0.177
0.177

6
0.175
0.174

7
0.171
0.171

8
0.165
0.165

9
0.160
0.160

10
0.157
0.156

Table 6.6:

Relative error for uniform grid for two different methods and different
degree l for an environment function. Calculated using 8836 samples.

Next we test the zero point sampling pattern from Section 4.1.4. Results
shown in Table 6.7.
degree (l)
QR
AN

3
0.270
0.267

4
0.270
0.267

5
0.224
0.223

6
0.224
0.223

7
0.195
0.195

8
0.195
0.195

9
0.175
0.176

10
0.175
0.176

Table 6.7: Relative error for zero point grid sampling for two different moethods and
different degree l for the occlusion function (6.2). Calculated using 256 sample points.

AN slightly outperforms QR in the low orders, but the roles are reversed at
higher orders. Even though this sampling pattern can only be tested with 256
sample points, it performs well when compared to the others. This is probably
due to the simple nature of test function and does not necessarily make it a
good choice when dealing with more complex functions. Testing has shown
that more samples is much more associated with low relative error at higher
order approximations, than with good performance at these quite low orders.
In theory the required number of samples would only need to exceed the number
of spherical harmonic basis functions, but testing has revealed that this is not
enough.

6.3

Diagonal Dominans

Another way of measuring the quality of the sampling patterns in Section 4.1
would be to calculate the diagonal dominans of the matrix Y T Y . Let
D = Y T Y,

(6.3)

where Y is given by (4.12). The diagonal dominans (d) can then be measured
by
P
|D(i, j)|
−1
(6.4)
d(j) = i
|D(j, j)|
Were we to find a sampling pattern for which the value of d(j) would be 0
for j = 1, . . . , N the result of the methods presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2
would be the same. Computing the values in (6.4) for the different sampling
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patterns has revealed the E-Lat to be the most diagonally dominant sampling
pattern, with d(j) < 0.05, j = 1, . . . , N , when tested with l = 7 and M = 886.
The maximum values for the sampling methods Uni and Z-P were 1.33 (l = 7,
M = 961) and 1.31 (l = 7, M = 256) respectively. The effects of these values,
when non-zero, can be quite a bit harder to interpret, as in Section 4.2 and
(4.14) we would need the inverse of the matrix to calculate the coefficients.

6.4

Occlusion Functions

Since an occlusion function needs to be computed for every vertex in the geometric model, calculating occlusion functions can be very time consuming and
the result depends heavily on how much time the process is allowed to take.
More sample points, see below, will allow for a more accurate depiction of the
actual field of vision from a given point. The number of vertices in the geometric model also play a big role, as linear approximations of color values using
vertices too far apart may remove the edges of shadows. Using few vertices may
also increase the error caused by sampling only in the hemisphere around the
normal (approximated normal in the vertex). Asymptotically (when the number of vertices goes to infinity) this would make for an accurate description of
how light is really reflected in a surface, but using just a few vertices may result
in that surfaces that should be lit end up in shadow and vice versa. Figure 6.1
shows how the occlusion function of an unshadowed point looks for different
numbers of spherical harmonic coefficients.
As can be seen in Figure 6.1, the number of coefficients should be chosen as
high as possible, but this requires more sample points and longer computational
time. We have generally used in the vicinity of 500 sample points per model
point, spread over the half sphere pointing in the approximated normal at the
point. We do not sample in the other hemisphere, as these will always intersect
the model. We have usually coupled this with 64 spherical harmonic coefficients
(when spherical harmonics have been used for the occlusion functions, see Section 5.6 on transfer matrices), even though the number of sample points allow
for more; the time this would require when rendering was too long for testing
purposes.

6.5

Environment Functions

Depending on the complexity of the environment lighting being used, the error
when calculating its spherical harmonic representation is very different. A picture of an actual environment for instance, will usually make for a large relative
error. This is to be expected since a real picture may be very detailed, and
would therefore need a large number of sperical harmonic coefficients. As this
would interfere directly with the reason for using spherical harmonics in the
first place (the speed at which the recieved light in a point can be calculated),
this should not necessarily be considered a fault of the method, but merely
the nature of approximating functions using less data. Figure 6.2 shows how
well an actual environment function is approximated using different numbers of
spherical harmonic coefficients.
Normally more coefficients decrease the approximation error, and will allow
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 6.1: Spherical harmonic representations with different degree of the occlusion
function in (6.2). In the top row is the original function (a) and the approximations
of degree 0 and 1 (b and c). In the second and third row are the approximations of
degree 2-4 (d-f) and 5-7 (g-i) respectively.

for a more accurate lighting of the model. When using explicit functions for
lighting, this error can be more easily controlled, as we can then choose functions with simple spherical harmonic representations. If for instance one of the
spherical harmonic basis functions is used to light the model, this error source
is eliminated completely, but since the sampling of the function creates new
errors, the approximated environment function will still not consist of only one
non-zero coefficient.

6.6

Evaluating Picture Quality

Determining the quality of an image or even whether one image is more accurate
than another, is not an exact science. In the end this is all in the eye of the
beholder, and what one person would deem more accurate, another may deem
less. As discussed in Section 6.1, several measures of how well an original is
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approximated can be employed. The simplest and most obvious perhaps would
be to use the L1 -norm to measure the difference between the original and the
approximated image, another would be to use the relative error in (6.1). These
measures do however rely on a known original, representing the ”true” image.
When lighting a model, such images are rarely if ever available. In this project
we have mainly used the knowledge of how an image was created to determine
whether one image is more accurate than another. If for instance a larger
number of spherical harmonic coefficients has been used, or more sample points
have been used to create the occlusion functions, we have assumed that the
image represents a more accurate approximation of the true image. While this
is probably true in most cases, it is a deviation from the Scientific Method
and therefore regrettable. One possibility would be to create an image without
using spherical harmonics, but rather calculate the incoming light at a point by
sampling the light in every direction, similarily to what is done when creating
occlusion functions. This would create an image that, while not completely
accurate, would eliminate some error sources. To create a true image however
would be more or less impossible, as this would require an exact integration of
the environment function, something that is not possible when it is defined by
an image. This is the case since when the function describing the environment
lighting is represented by an image, it is already sampled into pixels. Below are
some images that have been rendered using the method presented in Section
5.7.

6.7

Computational Speed

There are many variables that, when altered, can improve image quality at the
cost of longer computation time. The difficulty is striking a balance between
speed and quality. First off, the occlusion functions. These can be calculated
using a variable number of sample points and, when using spherical harmonics,
a variable number of spherical harmonic coefficients. For reference, it can be
said that, on my home computer (2, 67 GHz), calculating the occlusion functions for the Stanford Bunny (ca 35000 points) with 500 sample points and 64
coefficients took about 30 hours. This time is almost exclusively used for attaining the occlusion values for every sampled direction, so doubling the number of
sample points close to doubles the computation time. While this is the process
that takes the most time, it is perhaps not the most interesting in terms of
computation time, as it can be precalculated and needs only be done once for
every model. More interesting perhaps is the time that is spent on ray tracing.
This needs to be done every time the angle, or distance, at which the model is
viewed, is changed and must therefore frequently be redone for any real-time
application. The changeable variables in ray tracing are the resolution of the
image and the number of cubes used for the ADS (see Section 5.2.2 on ADS
for more information). While choosing a resolution is a balancing act between
image quality and speed, choosing the number of cubes does not affect image
quality but only speed. By choosing a number of cubes appropriate for a particular model, the computation time can be radically decreased. Using no cubes at
all is not really an alternative save for the simplest of models, where the intersection can be calculated between every ray and every surface. A constant cube
size can also be used, but this often either creates a lot of extra traversing or
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intersection calculations or both. Using the method described in the section on
ADS however, the number of intersection calculations needed can be decreased
without a lot of extra traversing. There is of course a cost, which in this case is
longer precalculations, since every surface must be added to the list of surfaces
for the cubes that envelop it and also some time is spent changing the level
(cube size) at which the cubes are traversed. While this project has in no way
been made to accomodate for real-time rendering, it is something which, in recent years, is being researched and implemented on GPUs (Graphics Processing
Units) (as demonstrated in e.g. [7]).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Spherical harmonic representations of an environment function with
different degree. In the top row is the original function (a) and the approximations
of degree 1 and 3 (b and c). In the second and third row are the approximations of
degree 5, 7 and 9 (d-f) and 11,13 and 15 (g-i) respectively. Notice that unlike earlier
images of spherical harmonic functions, the value of the function is represented by the
color of the sphere, not the radius.
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(a) Diffuse
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(b) Specular, s = 10

(c) Composite of 6.3a and 6.3b, with intensity scaled down.

Figure 6.3: Rendering of the Stanford bunny from [15], using the same environment
function as in Figure 1.4
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(a) Diffuse

(b) Specular, s = 10

(c) Composite of 6.4a and 6.4b, with intensity scaled down.

Figure 6.4: Rendering of the Stanford bunny from [15], using the same environment
function as in Figure 1.4
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(a) Diffuse
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(b) Specular, s = 10

(c) Composite of 6.5a and 6.5b, with intensity scaled down.

Figure 6.5: Rendering of the Stanford bunny from [15], using the image in Figure 6.2
as the environment function.
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(a) Diffuse

(b) Specular, s = 10

(c) Composite of 6.6a and 6.6b, with intensity scaled down.

Figure 6.6: Rendering of the Stanford bunny from [15], using the image in Figure 6.2
as the environment function.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
We here attempt to answer the questions posed in Chapter 1.
• From the looks of the images in Section 6.6, we may conclude that this
method of rendering images is quite acceptable, when it comes to image
quality. It is clear that specular and diffuse reflection is an accurate model
for surface reflection.
• As for the different methods of obtaining the spherical harmonic representation of a function, the results show that the QR-method is not the only
method providing sufficiently low relative errors. As using other methods
saves valuable computation time, the small differences in relative error
presented here warrant the use of alternative methods.
• The occlusion functions seem to achieve their purpose, as shadows appear
where they are supposed to appear. While increasing the degree of the
spherical harmonic representations would perhaps be desirable, as this
would allow for sharper shadows, the already long computation time makes
this alternative less attractive.
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Chapter 8

Future Work
The field of image rendering is under strong development, and the items below
are only a few possible research issues. Here we present both very specific
additions to this thesis (additional functionality and so on) and more general
additions to image rendering.
• Implementation of a complete table for the zero point grid sampling pattern, so that it can be used with different number of samples.
• Implementing the programs, but without using spherical harmonics (instead one should sample the source of the environmental function during
image rendering) to create images closer to what the true image would
look like. This could then be used as reference when determining the
quality of images.
• The transfer matrices in this thesis are computed without the use of
Wigner-3j coefficients, as this presented some implementational difficulties. However, calculating the matrices in that way would probably shorten
the computation time.
• In this thesis we investigate the use of spherical harmonics exclusively. One
might imagine there to be many similar sets of basis functions that are
even more suited for image rendering than spherical harmonics. Wavelets
is perhaps one such set.
• We also limit ourselves to the BRDFs defined by the Phong model. As
described in Chapter 2 reflection can be very complicated, and not necessarily well described by this model.
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